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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Generally the elementary school program in each city 
or town is one that has evolved through time quite unrelated 
and dissimilar to that found in any other city or town . 
Administrators and supervisors have attempted to maintain 
balance among the basic elementary school subjects. Modern 
innovations have entered into the organization of classroom 
instruction in many schools . However the majority of 
instructional programs continue to be organized under sepa-
rate subjects . 
The primary purpose of the study was to determine 
the time allocation in the elementary schools of Massachu-
setts in grades one through six in the various subject areas 
as measured in minutes per week allocated the individual 
subjects . 
Other purposes of the investigation were: 
1 . To learn if prescribed time allotment schedules 
were in effect for entire school systems. 
2. To learn if prescribed time allotment policies 
or suggested time allotment policies were in 
effect in the individual schools. 
3. To ascertain if elementary supervising 
principals of Massachusetts considered a 
time allotment policy necessary. 
4. To ascertain if present time allotment policies 
were considered adequate in each area, and if 
not , why . 
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5. To ascertain the amount of flexibility allowed 
individual teachers where time allotment poli-
cies were in effect . 
6. To obtain the viewpoints of supervising princi-
pals as to the amount of flexibility allowed 
experienced teachers. 
7. To ascertain if any plans to alter the present 
time allotment distribution exist. 
While acknowledging the fact that the curriculum can-
not be identical in each elementary school of a given state 
due to the fact that each community has its own individu-
ality, customs, and needs, nevertheless one aspect of 
instructional variation is that of time allotment in the 
daily program . The amount of time devoted to each subject 
of the elementary school curriculum per week may well affect 
to some extent the results achieved . Thus, this problem 
shifts from the theoretical to the practical . 
Another variation in the educational product of each 
school may come about through the amount of flexibility 
allowed individual schools and the individual teachers in 
the matter of time allocation. 
The curriculum in the elementary school has been the 
subject of much discussion and controversy. The curriculum 
problem has been closely allied to the availability of time 
in the elementary schools . Cunningham stated that time in 
the average American elementary school was at a premium.l 
The problem of time (there not being enough of it) and its 
distribution to tasks were a deep concern to teachers, 
administrators, and the general public. 
The elementary school has in the past reflected 
social groups . Moreover, D. Alcorn and James K. Linley 
stated that since the school was a controlled environment 
instituted by a social group to continue its existence, 
then the nature of the society will determine the curri-
cular offerings of the school . 2 The demands placed on the 
3 
school have been many and frequently in variance . They have 
brought about changes in the curriculum . 
lL . L. Cunningham, 11 Time Budget, 11 ~ Elementary 
School Journal, LX (October, 1959), pp. ·12-13 . 
2Marvin D. Alcorn and James L. Linley, Issues !a 
Curriculum Development (Yonkers-on-Hudson:World Book 
Company, 1959), p. 23 . 
J. Minor Gwynn stated that the wider variance in the 
needs, skills, and abilities of the school population which 
has become tremendously larger and more heterogeneous than 
ever in the past would require gradual curricular changes 
for some time to come.3 The fact that compulsory school 
laws have compelled children with less ability to remain in 
school has further complicated the problem. Gwynn further 
stated that if normal development were to take place, the 
curriculum couldn't be the same in every school. The indi-
viduality, environment, customs, and needs of each commu-
nity have greatly influenced the schools. 
Beard has said that today's civilization has made 
deep inroads in today's schools.4 The tempo of living has 
increased tremendously, rapidly approaching automation. 
This automation has brought with it a great increase in the 
skills and knowledge that the school population must master 
in order to enjoy the full life that automation bas brought 
about. 
3J. Minor Gwynn, Curriculum Principles~ Social 
Trends (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1960), p. 52. 
4Jess R. Beard, 11 Time How Utilized," Educational 
Leadership, XVII (April, 1960), pp. 420-424. 
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On the one hand the schools are faced with 
pressures to add more and more to the total 
curriculum offerings in an effort to help 
children and youth acquire skills, knowledge, 
understanding, and attitudes necessary to 
live a successful life in a complex era. 5 
The author pointed out that the curriculum bas been 
expected to teach intercultural and interracial understand-
ing, space-age concepts , and global geography, all of which 
were relatively unknown a generation ago. Further the 
schools have been pressured to teach better all those sub-
ject disciplines that have been the backbone of the elemen-
tary curriculum. 
Otto has emphasized that the amount and proportion 
of school time to be allocated to the various subjects and 
activities of the elementary school are most difficult to 
determine . 6 He has advanced the idea that there is no 
scientific evidence on the amount of school time necessary 
to be devoted in each grade in order to achieve a level of 
performance . Changing ideas of desired levels of pupil 
achievement , the changing demands of society upon elemen-
tary schools and a great improvement in teaching methods 
5 
and materials have caused time allotment practices to remain 
5rbid . , p . 420 . 
6Henry J. Otto, Elementary School Organization and 
Administration (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc . , 
1954)' p . 311. 
in flux . The author further stated that two trends in time 
allotment practices appeared evident.? The first indicated 
6 
that fewer minutes per week were being devoted to instruction 
in the three R's. As to the second trend, he indicated that 
school systems were permitting greater freedom in the use 
of school time to individual schools. The writer further 
added that broad guide lines and time allotments that 
might serve all communities were not feasible as each 
school should show evidence of adaptation to the immediate 
clientele it is serving. 
Robert Beck, Walter C. Cook, and Nolan c. Kearney 
indicated that, at the beginning of the twentieth century 
and for some time thereafter, the average elementary-school 
courses of study were composed of subjects each of which 
were taught separately. 8 Even today they indicated that 
this mode of organization has persisted in many elementary 
schools, although recently the trend has been to get away 
from it. 
The flexibility allowed individual teachers in the 
elementary school has varied greatly. Harap stated that 
7rbid., pp. 311-312. 
8Robert H. Beck, Walter W. Cook, and Nolan c. 
Kearney, Curriculum 1£ ~Modern Elementary School 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1960), p. 192. 
some teachers have been required to follow extremely rigo-
rous time schedule of subjects while others have been given 
considerable freedom in the planning of weekly programs of 
studies . Social living, basic skills, expressive arts, 
individual needs, and routine activities have to be taken 
into consideration by classroom teacbers.9 
Foley has iterated that the elementary school child 
did not need as much time on one subject as on another--
7 
one child might have needed a great deal of time on arith-
meti c while having demanded less time on reading.lO Thus 
the author felt that to compartmentalize a child's learning 
in forty-five minute periods of time was not the ideal way 
of educating a child . 
John W. Bell and Arthur s . Green discussed bo\v the 
elementary school day and vTeek could be used most produc-
tively. ll Since World War II, a gradual shift in educational 
values bas occurred. The traditional curriculum bad to 
9Henry Harap, "Today 1 s Elementary School, 11 The 
National Educational Journal, XLVI (February, 1957r;-
pp . 78-8o. 
lOAlice L. Foley, "Blueprint of the Quality Elemen-
tary School," ~York State Education, XLVII (November, 
1959) , pp. 10-11 . 
llJohn V.I . Bell and Arthur s. Green, "Time Schedules 
in the Grades," American School Board Journal, CXXXVIII 
(June, 1959), pp . 21-23 . 
undergo constant change. Many have felt science should 
have a larger portion of the elementary school time than 
it traditionally has had. On the other band, social 
scientists ~ave attempted to set up a social studies curri-
culum that would create world understanding. The author 
pointed out that if science and social studies are to be 
awarded more time in the weekly program, then the quotas of 
time for certain other areas must be reduced. 
Varying opinions as to the amount of regimentation 
imposed on the classroom teacher has arisen. On the one 
band, J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee have stated that the 
teacher is no longer regimented to the teaching of a 
prescribed course of study or to a timetable.l2 The 
teacher has become the director of curriculum. On the 
other hand, Paul B. Jacobson, William c. Reavis, and James 
D. Logsdon have emphasized that the problem of schedule-
making in the elementary school bas become very simple; 
that of determining that each teacher conform in time limit 
to the directions from the central office.l3 
12J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child~ 
His Curriculum (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
1960), p. 5. 
13Paul B. Jacobson, William c. Reavis, and James D. 
Logsdon, Duties of School Principals (New York: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1950r-p. 81. 
8 
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Stuart E. Dean bas reported that both administrators 
and instructional staff have long concerned themselves with 
the problem of bow best to maintain proper equilibrium among 
tbe curricular responsibilities and obligations.l4 Much 
range has been evidenced in the practices of the elementary 
school, u. s. A. The author reported that the most common 
policy for the first six grades of the public elementary 
school was a "suggested-time" policy approach and that the 
so-called "minutes-per-week per subject" policy was the 
most prevalent policy in the public elementary schools of 
the United States. 
Marvin D. Alcorn and James M. Linley have indicated 
that although there have been many innovations in the orga-
nization of the elementary school curriculum in terms of 
very broad fields, yet organization in terms of individual 
subjects still remains the usual pattern.l5 Kyte further 
stated that many state boards of education and local school 
systems specify or suggest the amount of time that is to be 
14stuart Eo Dean, Elementar~ School Administration ~ 
Organization, A National Survey of Practices and Policies, 
United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Circular OE-23006 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1960), pp. 57-60. 
15Alcorn, ££• £11., p. 127. 
10 
devoted to each area of the elementary school curriculum.16 
The author presented the central tendency in time allotment 
by synthesizing the findings of numerous research studies. 
The results have been summarized in a table indicating 
approximately how many minutes a week a child devotes to 
a designated subject. The results of the Kyte study have 
been summarized in Chapter Three of this thesis. 
16George c. Kyte, ~ Elementar~ School Teacher ~ 
~' (New York: The Dryden Press, 195 ), p. 434. 
CHAPTER II 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY AND PROCEDURES 
A two page questionnaire was prepared to obtain the 
desired information, the instructional time allocation in 
the public elementary schools of Massachusetts. A letter 
accompanying the questionnaire explained the purpose of 
this study and listed instructions for completing the ques-
tionnaire . 
Page one of the questionnaire listed the separate 
subjects and activities of the elementary school curriculum 
and was organized in six columns so that the person com-
pleting the survey could list the minutes per week devoted 
to each subject and activity of the curriculum. The subjects 
listed in the time allotment blank were intended to cover 
all possible subjects. If the subjects were not part of 
the curriculum, those subjects were to be omitted. Instruc-
tions on the letter indicated that the gymnasium period was 
to be i ncluded under physical education and that the lunch 
period was not to be included under physical education. 
Page two of the questionnaire contained nine questions 
to be answered by the supervising principals. To facilitate 
answering this portion of the questionnaire, these nine 
questions were to be answered by 11 yes or no 11 • The purpose 
of these questions was to ascertain the type of instruc-
tional policy presently in use in the public elementary 
schools of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the ade-
quacy of the time allotment presently in use, the amount 
of flexibility allowed individual teachers and experienced 
teachers, and the existence of plans in a school system to 
alter the present time allotment distribution . Space was 
available so that comments could be made . 
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The questionnaire was mailed to 206 elementary super-
vising principals in the public schools of the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts . Since all the elementary schools could 
not be selected for this study a sample was taken . 
The completed questionnaire was to be returned to 
the investigator by mail in a stamped envelope provided 
for that purpose . 
The questionnaire did not provide for the principal 
to sign his or her name and the name of the school, as the 
purpose of this study was not to discover what a particular 
school's program was, but rather to obtain data on a state-
wide level . 
TIME ALLOTMENT PROJECT 
ELEMENTARY ADMINISTRATION SEMINAR 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
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It appears that policies concerning time allotments 
for the various subjects in the elementary school may vary 
considerably in different towns and even in different schools 
in the same system. In an attempt to assess variability 
and the attitudes of principals we hope you will find it 
possible to cooperate in this study. 
The following time allotment blank and questionnaire 
are designed to establish the amount of time devoted to each 
subject of the elementary school curriculum per week, and 
to determine the policies in effect in each school. This 
survey is being conducted in several Massachusetts commu-
nities . 
The time allotment project form contains a listing 
of the subjects of the elementary school curriculum. It is 
requested that the number of minutes per week devoted to 
each area be listed. We would appreciate if you, as princi-
pal, complete the time allotment questionnaire . 
An envelope is provided for the return of the com-
pleted forms . We thank you for your cooperation. 
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MINUTES PER WEEK To'W!l. • •••••••••••••• o ••• 
Gr. l Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.4 Gr.5 Gr.6 
OPENING EXERCISES 
ARITHMETIC 
READING 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
LANGUAGE 
SPELLING. 
PENMANSHIP 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
HISTORY Jif not 
taken as 
GEOGRAPHY s. Stud. ) 
SCIENCE 
FRENCH 
ART 
MUSIC 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
RECESS 
RELEASED TIME FOR 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
AUDITORIUM 
LIBRARY 
WORK PERIOD AND 
READYING FOR 
DISMISSAL 
~ 
UNASSIGNED 
' 
TOTAL TIME PER WEEK 
The subjects listed in the time allotment blank are intended to 
list all possible subjects. If the subjects listed are not part of the 
curriculum, please omit that subject. 
Include gymnasium period under physical education. Do not in-
elude the lunch perios under physical education. 
TIME ALLOTMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
1 . Is there a prescribed time allotment 
schedule for your school system? 
2 . Is there a suggested time allotment 
policy for your school sys tem? 
If there is nQ suggested or prescribed time 
allotment for your school system • •• 
3. Is there a prescribed time allotment 
policy in your own school? 
4. Is there a suggested time allotment 
policy in your own school? 
5. Do you consider a time allotment 
policy necessarJ:? Why? 
6. Do you consider the present time 
allotment policy adequate in each 
subject area? If not , why not? 
7. If a time allotment policy is in 
effect in your school , how much 
flexibility is allowed the individual 
teacher? Check one . 
None ••••••••••••••••••• 
Very little •••••••••••• 
Reasonable ••••••••••••• 
Much •••••••••••••••• • • 
8. Do you believe that experienced 
teachers should be allowed more 
flexibility in following the time 
allotment schedule? 
9. Do you know of any plans in your school 
system to alter the present time 
allotment distribution? 
15 
YES NO 
• • • • • •• ••• 
• • • • • ••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
•• ••• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 0 • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The data presented in this chapter are taken from 
the questionnaire sent to 206 public elementary schools with 
s.upervising principals in the Commom-vealth of Massachusetts . 
The 206 elementary schools were randomly selected with an 
attempt made to cover the length and breadth of the state . 
Eighty- one schools filled out and returned the questionnaire. 
This return represents a 39 . 3% response . This response 
may seem unusually low but explanations may be given to 
justify this response . The time allotment blank listed 
twenty-three separate subjects and activities of the elemen-
tary school and covered grades one through six. Thus a 
principal had to list one hundred thirty- eight separate 
entries to complete this part of the questionnaire . There-
fore the investigator feels that many principals did not 
complete the questionnaire on account of the time required 
to properly complete it . 
Of the eighty- one questionnaires returned, seventy-
seven were used in this study as four questionnaires were 
returned to the investigator after the analysis had been 
compl~ted . 
The first part of the questionnaire listed the subjects 
-16-
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and activities of the elementary school week with six 
columns in which the elementary supervising principal listed 
the time allotted to that subject or activity in each grade 
of his or her school each week 
Table 1 shows the median, the range of the middle 
so% by reporting Q3 and Ql, and the maximum-minimum range 
in minutes per week at each grade level allocated to the 
teaching of arithmetic. 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Renortinp: 
Q-:s 
Median 
Q.l 
Ranp:e 
TABLE I 
ARITHMETIC 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
65 65 66 71 67 
12_5_ 150 220 230 250 
100 1'30 200 220 225 
75 120 165 200 200 
50-200 50-260 100-300 150-300 135-175 
VI 
69 
230 
220 
200 
160-300 
As expected, the median amount of time given to arith-
metic increases regularly from the first to the fifth grade, 
starting with one hundred minutes in grade one and rising to 
two hundred fifty minutes in grade five. A slight decrease 
is shown in grade six. Table 1 also shows the wide range 
between the minimum and maximum allocation for each grade, 
with the second grade showing the widest disparity with a 
range of two hundred ten minutes per week . The inter-
mediate grades show less disparity than the primary grades . 
18 
Table 2 shows the minutes per week at each grade level 
allocated to reading. Reading holds first place in the 
time schedule of the elementary schools . No other subject 
or activity of the elementary curriculum studied in this 
survey measured anywhere near it as far as minutes per 
week are concerned. A few of the significant tendencies 
which are brought out by a study of the facts given in 
Table 2 are: 
1 . More time is given to reading in the first grade 
than in any other grade . 
2. The amount of time allocated to reading decreases 
regularly from the first grade to the sixth 
grade . The rate of decrease is the greatest 
from grade three to four . 
3. The greatest range in time allotment for reading 
is found in the first grade, with a range of 
seven hundred eighty minutes . The investigator 
believes that this range might not be a true 
range as perhaps some principals gave the number 
19 
of minutes a teacher spends on reading with 
different groups and not the number of minutes 
an individual child devotes to reading. One 
principal in his questionnaire reported a 
first grade teacher gave nine hundred minutes 
to reading per week, another eight hundred fifty 
and another eight hundred. This tends to make 
the range seem more pronounced than it really 
is. 
4. The variability decreases from the first to the 
sixth grade quite regularly. 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Renorting 
Q~ 
Median 
Q1 
Range 
TABLE II 
READING 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
65 65 66 71 67 
630 600 470 360 _300 
580 500 420 280 220 
420 420 300 220 180 
120-900 250-650 170-600 150-_5_00 120-5_00 
VI 
69 
270 
200 
180 
100-500 
Table 3 shows the minutes per week allocated to 
language arts activities at each grade level of the 
elementary school. 
TABLE III 
LANGUAGE 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
GRADES I II III IV v 
Number of 
Principals 
Report in~ 65 65 66 71 67 
Q.;; 300 340 3_25 325 350 
Median 200 250 300 300 300 
~ 150 210 230 260 260 
20 
VI 
69 
360 
300 
275 
Ran~e 0-725 40-454 175-625 170-485 200-475 60-450 
In the questionnaire that was mailed to the elementary 
supervising principals, the language arts program was sepa-
rated into language, spelling, and penmanship periods . How-
ever the great majority of principals reporting gave a total 
time for the language arts program and did not attempt to 
break down the total amount into individual language arts 
activities. The median for grade one was listed as two 
hundred minutes per week and that of grade two is two 
hundred fifty minutes per week. The median for grades 
three to six are all three hundred minutes. Two principals 
did not report any time allocated to language arts in the 
first grade . Undoubtedly this content is covered by the 
reading program in that particular school. 
Table 4 reveals the time allocations for social 
studies. This table indicates that of the seventy-one 
schools reporting fixed time allocation policies, from 
forty-four to fifty-three schools, depending on the par-
ticular grade in question, have integrated social studies 
instead of having social studies separated in its several 
possible components such as history, geography, and 
civics. 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Renortintz. 
Q-:s 
Median 
Ql 
Rantz.e 
TABLE IV 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
44 · 50 53 53 47 
90 100 150 200 210 
75 80 100 150 200 
50 50 75 150 165 
25-22t:i 20-225 30-22_5 _30-_.200 60-300 
VI 
49 
220 
200 
16S 
6o--:soo 
21 
The median for the primary grades ranges from 
seventy-five minutes in the first grade to one hundred 
minutes in the third grade . The median in the inter-
mediate grades ranges from one hundred fifty minutes in 
grade four to two hundred minutes in grade six. The 
variability is extremely high for each grade ranging 
from one hundred ninety-five minutes in grade three to 
two hundred forty in grade six . 
Table 5 indicates the minutes per week allocated 
to history in each grade . This table only refers to 
those schools in which history is taken as a separate 
subject and not integrated as social studies . Only a 
small minority of the principals reported that history 
was taken as a separate subject in the primary grades . 
The variability in the first grade was thirty minutes, 
rising to seventy minutes in the third grade . Approxi-
mately one- fourth of the principals reporting indicated 
that history was taught as a separate subject in the 
intermediate grades . The median for the fourth grade 
is seventy-five minutes rising to one hundred twenty-five 
in grade six . In these grades much variability was noted, 
with a hundred twenty minutes in grade four rising to one 
hundred sixty-five minutes in grade six. 
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GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Report in~ 
~3 
Median 
Ql 
TABLE V 
HISTORY 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
5 7 g 18 19 
-- -- --
100 150 
35 60 60 75 100 
-- -- --
60 90 
23 
VI 
23 
150 
125 
100 
Range 20-50 30-90 30- 100 -:so-l SO S0-11.)0 -:sS-200 
Table 6 indicates the minutes per week at each grade 
level allocated to geography. Again as in Table 5, only the 
schools in which geography is taught as a separate subject 
are listed here . Over 25% of the schools indicated that 
geography was taught as a separate subject in the inter-
mediate grades. The median was highest in grade four with 
one hundred fifty minutes . The range also was highest in 
grade six with one hundred forty-five minutes, followed 
by grade four with one hundred thirty-five minutes. 
TABLE VI 
GEOGRAPHY 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
24 
GRADES I II III IV v VI , 
Number of 
Principals 
Re::Qortin~ 3 3 7 20 20 21 
Q~ 
-- -- --
lSO lSO 150 
Median 20 30 60 lSO 11S 125 
Q,] 
-- -- --
lSO 100 100 
Ra.n~e 20 30 30-100 75-210 50-171=) 11=}-180 
Table 7 shows the science time allocation at each 
grade level. The table indicates that there is a gradual 
rise in time allocation for science from grades one through 
six commencing with thirty minutes as median for grade one 
and rising to eighty minutes in grade six. Fifteen prin-
cipals reported that no science is being taught in grade 
one, eleven in grade two and sixteen in grade three. 
The variability is highest in grade six with two hundred 
minutes. 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Reporting 
Q~ 
Median 
Sl 
TABLE VII 
SCIENCE 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
65 65 66 71 67 
50 60 75 120 120 
"30 45 so 60 80 
10 20 20 50 50 
25 
VI 
69 
140 
80 
60 
Range 0-105 0-120 0-lSO 20-170 0-17S 2S-225 
Table 8 shows the number of minutes allocated to 
French in the elementary school. There are no schools 
who reported that French was being taught in grades one 
and two . The highest number of programs in French was 
in grade four with twenty-three schools, followed by 
grade five with twenty schools, grade six with twelve 
schools and grade three with seven schools. Twenty-five 
minutes per week was the least amount allocated to French 
with one hundred minutes per week being the maximum amount . 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Reuorting 
Number with 
Pro~ram 
HiP:h 
Low 
TABLE VIII 
FRENCH 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
65 65 66 71 67 
0 0 7 23 20 
-- -- 100 100 100 
-- --
45 25 30 
26 
VI 
69 
12 
100 
3~0 
Table 9 shows the minutes per week at each grade 
level allocated to the teaching of art. The median for all 
grades is seventy-five minutes with the exception of grade 
five having a median of seventy minutes. Three schools 
reported that art was not taught in grade four while 
another school reported art was not taught in grade one, 
and another school reported no time was allocated to art in 
the fifth grade. The greatest variability existed in grade 
six with one hundred forty minutes. 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Renorting 
Q.~ 
Median 
Q, 
Range 
TABLE IX 
ART 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
65 65 66 71 67 
100 90 90 80 90 
75 75 7S 75 70 
50 60 60 60 60 
0-125 20-125 30-125 0-lOS 0-100 
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VI 
69 
90 
75 
60 
10-150 
Table 10 listed the minutes per week at each grade 
level in the elementary schools for music. Only one school 
reported that no time was devoted to music in a particular 
grade, that being grade one. The median for grade one was 
eighty minutes with the median for the other grades being 
seventy-five minutes . The variability was highest in grade 
four with one hundred seventy minutes . The range of the 
middle 50% was greatest in the primary grades. The inter-
mediate grades varied little among themselves having a 
similar number of minutes allocated to music. 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Report in~ 
Q,7j 
Median 
QJ. 
TABLE X 
MUSIC 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
6S 65 66 71 67 
100 90 100 8'1 90 
80 7.'1 7'1 7'1 7'1 
60 75 70 60 60 
28 
VI 
69 
90 
75 
60 
Raru~e 0-150 20-12'1 30-115 30-200 30-lSO "30-150 
Table 11 shows the number of minutes per week at each 
grade level given to the study of health and safety. The 
median for the three primary grades was twenty-five minutes 
while that of the three intermediate grades was thirty minutes. 
Twenty-five principals reported that health and safety was 
not taught in grades three and five, with a considerable 
number of principals also reporting · that this subject was 
not taught in the other grades. The investigator believes 
that this subject possibly may be included in physical 
education or science. A wide range existed within all the 
grades but was most pronounced in grades four, five and six 
with a range of two hundred minutes. 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Reportinp: 
Q7) 
Median 
QJ. 
TABLE XI 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
65 6S 66 71 67 
50 50 60 60 60 
25 2S 25 '30 '30 
0 0 0 0 0 
29 
VI 
69 
60 
30 
0 
Ranp:e 0-110 0-100 0-125 0-200 0-200 0-200 
Table 12 shows the minutes per week allocated to 
physical education at each grade level. The median for 
all grades is sixty minutes with the exception of grade two 
which is thirty minutes . The number of principals reporting 
that physical education was not taught in certain grades 
was as follows: grade one, eight; grade two, nine; 
grade three, ten; grade four, six; and grade six, two. 
The range is highest in grade four and six with one 
hundred eighty minutes. 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
RenortinP: 
Q~ 
Median 
0.1 
TABLE XII 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
65 65 66 71 67 
75 75 75 75 80 
60 30 60 60 60 
30 25 25 30 40 
30 
VI 
69 
80 
60 
50 
Ranp:e 0-125 0-100 0-150 0-180 15-180 0-180 
Table 13 listed the time allocated to recess at 
each grade level in minutes per week. The median was 
highest in the first grade with one hundred twenty-five 
minutes followed by the third grade with one hundred 
minutes . All the other grades had a median of seventy-
five minutes . The variability was highest in grades five 
and six with three hundred minutes . The number of princi-
pals reporting that recess was not scheduled in certain 
grades was as follows: grade one, six; grade two, seven; 
grade three, nine; grade four, nine; grade five, five; 
and grade six, ten. The investigator believes that these 
particular schools probably scheduled their recess period 
as physical education. 
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TABLE XIII 
RECESS 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
GRADES I II III IV v VI 
Number of 
Principals 
Report in~ 65 65 66 71 67 69 
Q~ 150 150 150 150 125 100 
Median 125 75 100 75 75 75 
Q.l 75 75 75 75 75 75 
Ran~e 0-235 0-250 0-250 0-250 0-"300 0-300 
Table 14 shows the minutes per week at each grade 
level given to opening exercises. All six grades show a 
wide and approximately equal range with the median being 
fifty minutes per week and the range of the middle 50% 
being between twenty-five and seventy-five minutes. The 
number of principals reporting that no time was allocated 
to opening exercises in the grades was as follows: grade 
one, three; grade three, four; and grade four , eight. The 
investigator believes that time is spent in these schools 
for opening exercises but that no provisions are made in 
the weekly time allotment. The time thus allotted is 
probably taken from another subject field. The median 
for all grades was fifty minutes. The range was highest 
in grades three and four with one hundred twenty-five 
minutes. 
GRADES 
Number of 
Principals 
Report in~ 
Q') 
Median 
Q1 
Ran~e 
TABLE XIV 
OPENING EXERCISES 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
65 65 66 71 67 
75 75 75 75 75 
50 50 50 50 50 
25 50 2_5_ 25 25 
0-100 10-125 0-125 0-125 5-100 
VI 
69 
50 
50 
25 
5-100 
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Table 15 indicated the total time per week allocated 
to the entire elementary curriculum in each grade of the 
elementary school. The median for all the grades was 
1525 minutes. The range was highest in grade one with. 
1250 minutes. Grades three, four, five, and six had a 
range of seven hundred minutes. 
GRADES 
Median 
Ran e 
TABLE X!f 
TOTAL TIME PER WEEK 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v 
6 66 
16 
142 
VI 
The time allotment blank included space for prin-
cipals to list the number of minutes per week allotted to 
released time for religious education. Very few princi-
pals reported that any time was scheduled to a released 
time program , there being two such allocations in the 
second grade, three in the first and third grades, nine 
in the fourth grade , ten in the fifth grade, and twelve 
in the sixth grade . The number of minutes varied from 
thirty to one hundred twenty-five minutes . 
Only a few principals reported that separate time 
allocation was made for the auditorium. The least number 
of programs reported was in tbe third grade with four, 
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rising to a peak of seven in the fifth and sixth grades. 
The number of minutes varied from ten to one hundred eighty 
minutes weekly. 
Library time allocation was a common practice in 
from one-sixth to one-fourth of the schools reporting, with 
twelve principals reporting that the first grade had a 
separate library period rising to a high of twenty-one 
principals in the sixth grade . 
A work period and a getting ready for dismissal 
period was provided for in forty-one to forty-five schools . 
The range in minutes per week was from ten to one hundred 
seventy-five. The principals reported that this time 
was utilized to complete unfinished assignments, to correct 
papers, and to strengthen the knowledge of the pupils in 
their weaker subjects . 
An unassigned period was reported by twenty-three 
principals for grade three , reaching highest in grade four 
with thirty-one reports . The amount of unassigned time 
varied from fifteen minutes to three hundred seventy-five 
minutes weekly . The principals reporting indicated that 
the classroom teacher had jurisdiction over the utiliza-
tion of this time, employing it either to strengthen weak 
subjects or for special activities . 
The second page of the questionnaire consisted of a 
time allotment survey listing nine questions, all of which 
could be answered by "yes or ho 11 • Space was made availa-
ble for comments. The purpose of this was to investi-
gate the underlying policy prevalent in each school and 
school system and to identify the amount of freedom in 
time allocation policies allowed individual teachers. 
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Questions one through four concerned themselves with 
whether an instructional time allotment policy was in effect 
in the seventy-seven schools that returned the question-
naire. If a policy was in effect the questionnaire 
attempted to identify whether the policy was prescribed 
or suggested by the school system or prescribed or sug-
gested in individual schools only. 
Table 16 shows that a definite policy controls 
the time allocation in seventy-one elementary schools 
for a percentage of 92 . 2. This represents a very high 
figure . Three elementary school principals failed to 
answer these questions and three other principals repor-
ted that no policy was in effect for their schools. Of 
these three, two schools are currently developing time 
allotment policies while the third elementary school 
principal stated that there was no need for a time 
allocation policy as experienced teachers planned on 
their own while inexperienced teachers were guided by the 
school principal. 
TABLE XVI 
QUESTIONS 1-4 
POLICY OF INSTRUCTIONAL TIME ALLOCATION IN 77 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS 
POLICY 
Policy in effect 
No policy in effect 
No response 
Total 
NUMBER 
71 
3 
3 
77 
PERCENTAGE 
92.2 
3.9 
3.9 
100.0 
Table 17 identifies the type of instructional time 
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allocation policy in effect in the seventy-one reported 
elementary schools that do have policies in effect. Forty 
elementary school principals reported that the instruc-
tional time allocation policy was prescribed for the entire 
school system while twenty-seven indicated that the policy 
was only suggested for the entire school system. One 
principal reported that the policy in effect was prescribed 
for his own school only while three others indicated that 
the policy was suggested for their individual schools. Thus 
it is apparent that the individual school principal has in 
most instances no jurisdiction over the time allocation in 
his school . 
TABLE XVII 
QUESTIONS 1- 4 
TYPE OF POLICY OF INSTRUCTIONAL TIME ALLOCATION POLICY 
IN 71 ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS 
POLICY NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
Prescribed for school system 40 56 . 4 
Suggested for school system 27 38 . 0 
Prescribed by individual schools 1 1 . 4 
Suggested by individual schools 3 4. 2 
Total 71 100 . 0 
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Question 5 of the time allotment questionnaire asked 
if the principals considered a time allotment policy neces-
sary. Forty- three principals considered it a necessity 
while thirty- one did not consider it so . Three principals 
did not answer this question. Many reasons in favor of 
the existence of a time allotment policy were given . Ten 
principals indicated that the existence of a policy served 
as an excellent guide for teachers . Nine others viewed the 
presence of a time allotment policy as an excellent means 
of ensuring that proper emphasis was given in the course 
of study. Five supervising principals indicated that a 
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time allotment policy served as a wonderful aid for substi-
tute teachers . Six principals favored a time allotment 
policy in that it would tend to ensure that teachers 
devote the proper amount of time to individual subjects, 
and not just to their 1 strong 1 subjects while neglecting 
the subjects they disliked. Four principals indicated that 
a time allocation policy served as an excellent guide for 
beginning teachers while two others indicated that such a 
policy was necessary to achieve balance between the 
different grades and sections of grades . 
POLICY 
TABLE XVIII 
QUESTION 5 
THE QUESTION OF THE NECESSITY 
OF A TIME ALLOTMENT POLICY 
NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
Considered necessary 43 55. 8 
Not considered necessary 31 40. 3 
No response 3 3. 9 
Total 77 100, 0 
Question 6 asked t he supervising principals whether 
they considered the present time allocation policy adequate 
in each subject area if a policy was in effect . If the 
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principals did not consider it so, they were asked to state 
the reasons . Table 19 indicates that a plurality of th.e 
reporting principals stated that they did consider the 
present time allotment policy in their schools adequate in 
each. subject area. Twenty-two principals reported that they 
did not consider the policy adequate . Ten principals failed 
to answer this questionnaire . Those who reported the 
present policy not adequate cited the following reasons 
for its inadequacy: five principals indicated a need to stress 
the basic subjects more , five indicated the time had to be 
allocated to the teaching of new subjects such as French, 
science, and television subjects , four indicated the need 
for a longer school day, while one principal reported a 
need to reassess the present policy, another the need to 
revise the policy , another the need for more time for 
physical education, while another indicated that th.e 
school was performing the work of social agencies and thus 
cutting curriculum . 
TABLE XIX 
QUESTION 6 
ADEQUACY OF PRESENT TIME ALLOTMENT 
POLICY IN EACH SUBJECT AREA 
POLICY NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
Considered adequate 
Considered inadequate 
No response 
Total 
45 
22 
10 
77 
58 . 4 
28 . 6 
13. 0 
100. 0 
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Question 7 asked the elementary supervising prin-
cipals the amount of flexibility allowed individual teachers 
by the principals in following the established time allo-
cation policy. A great majority of the principals repor-
ting , fifty-six, stated they felt a reasonable amount of 
flexibility should be allowed individual teachers. Eight 
principals believed that much flexibility should be 
allowed the teachers, while five indicated that they pre-
ferred allowing very little flexibility to teachers in 
following the established time allocation policy. No 
principal reported that they all¢wed no flexibility what-
soever. Eight principals failed to answer this question. 
Question 8 of the questionnaire sought to ascertain 
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whether the elementary supervising principals believed that 
experienced teachers should be allowed more flexibility in 
following the time allotment schedule . Fifty-four of the 
seventy-seven principals reporting were in favor of this 
greater flexibility for experienced teachers while fifteen 
were in opposition to the policy of allowing experienced 
teachers a greater amount of flexibility in the time allo-
cation in their classes . Two principals reported that their 
views on this question depended on the individual teachers 
in question . Six principals failed to respond to this 
question. 
Question 9 inquired whether the principals reporting 
knew of any plans in the school system to alter the present 
time allocation policy. The greater majority of the prin-
cipals , fifty-two , reported that no plans to effect change 
were contemplated while twenty- one principals reported that 
plans for change in the time allotment distribution were in 
progress . Four principals failed to answer this question . 
Table 20 is a comparison of the medians in weekly 
time allotment between the result s of this study and the 
medians reported by Kyte . l Table 21 further analyzes this 
lKyte , loc . £11. 
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comparison noting the time differential in minutes per week 
at each grade level for ten elementary subjects and activi-
ties . Very little difference in time allocation was noted 
in arithmetic with grade four and five only varying by 
five minutes with no difference in the other grades . Art 
was found to be fifteen to twenty- five minutes less than the 
time reported by Kyte . Very little differentiation is 
noted between the amount of time reported for health educa-
tion in this study and Kyte• s study. Language time alloca-
tion is found to be between forty- five and sixty-five minutes 
short in the results of this study . Music fared likewise 
being fifteen minutes shy in all but grade one . The time 
allocated for reading was higher in the primary grades in 
this study while being equal or less than Kyte 1 s study in 
the intermediate grades . Science fared just the opposite 
being equal to or less in the primary grades in this study 
and higher by ten to thirty minutes in the intermediate 
grades . The social studies time allocation was less in this 
study for all grades , varying in amount from five to eighty 
minutes . Physical education was deficient in this study 
in all the grades in amounts from fifty to eighty minutes . 
The recess period as reported in this study was equal to or 
lower than Kyte 1 s figures in grades two to six with a higher 
figure reported in the first grade in this study. 
TABLE XX 
COMPARISON OF MEDIANS IN WEEKLY TIME ALLOTMENT 
BY SUBJECT AND GRADE OF THE RESULTS OF 
THIS STUDY AND AS REPORTED BY KYTE-l~ 
GRADES 
Subjects 
Arithmetic 
Art 
Health 
Education 
Music 
Physical 
Education 
Rea din 
Science 
Social 
Studies 
Recess 
MINUTES FER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III 
100 200 
2 
200 
80 
6 60 
100 
12 100 
*Kyte, 12£. £11. 
~Figures in parentheses indicate central tendency 
as reported by Kyte. 
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GRADES 
Subjects 
Arithmetic 
Art 
Health 
Education 
Music 
:Physical 
Education 
Read in 
Science 
Social 
Studies 
Recess 
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TABLE XX (continued) 
IV v VI 
220 220 
60 60 60 
420 220 200 
60 80 80 
200 
GRADES 
Subjects 
Arithmetic 
Art 
Health 
Education 
Language 
Music 
Physical 
Education 
Reading 
Science 
Social 
Studies 
Recess 
TABLE XXI 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RESULTS OF THIS STUDY 
AND THAT REPORTED BY KYTE* 
MINUTES PER WEEK AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
I II III IV v VI 
+ 5 + 5 
-25 
- 5 -15 -15 -20 -15 
- 5 - 5 - 5 - 5 -10 -10 
-65 -45 -35 -45 -55 -55 
-15 -15 -15 -15 -15 
-50 -80 -50 -50 -50 -50 
+80 +40 +30 -60 
-15 +10 +30 +30 
- 5 -10 -40 -80 -80 -30 
+25 -25 -15 -1:2 -1:2 
*Kyte, 12£.. ill· 
---Indicates no difference. 
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+Indicates this study exceeds medians as reported by 
Kyte. 
-Indicates figures reported by Kyte exceed those of 
this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine 
the time allocation in the public elementary schools of 
Massachusetts and to ascertain the type of allocation 
policy, if any, currently in use. Other aims of this study 
were to ascertain the amount of flexibility allowed teachers 
in following time allocation policies and the presence of 
plans to alter existing time allotment policies. 
A time allotment questionnaire was mailed to 206 
elementary supervising principals in the public schools of 
Massachusetts . Eighty-one questionnaires were returned to 
the investigator. 
An analysis was made of the time allotment of each 
separate subject and activity of the elementary school 
curriculum in minutes per week at each grade level. The 
median, the range of the middle fifty per cent, and the 
maximum-minimum range were obtained for each subject and 
activity upon which enough information had been reported. 
Additionnally, the nine questions listed on the second 
page of the questionnaire were tabulated to discover the 
philosophy underlying the present time allocation policies 
in the elementary public schools of the Commonwealth. 
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The analysis of the data yielded the following 
conclusions: 
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1 . The median amount of time allocated to arith-
metic increases regularly from the first to the 
fifth grade , starting with one hundred minutes 
in grade one and r ising to two hundred fifty 
minutes in grade five . A slight decrease 
for grade six is noted . 
2 . More time is allocated to reading in the first 
grade than in any other grade . The amount of 
time given to reading decreases regularly from 
the first grade to the sixth grade . A range 
of 780 minutes exists in the minutes per week 
allotted to reading in the first grade . The 
investigator believes that some principals may 
have reported the amount of time a teacher spends 
on reading with different reading groups and not 
the number of minutes an individual child devotes 
to reading . This would tend to distort the 
range figures . 
3. Language arts instruction in the first grade has 
a median of two hundred minutes per week, two 
hundred fifty minutes in the second grade , and 
three hundred minutes in grades three to six. 
The range was highest in grade one with seven 
hundred twenty-five minutes . Thus it is 
apparent that no uniformity in the language 
arts program exists in the schools reporting . 
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4 . Social studies is taught as an integrated subject 
in the majority of the schools reporting . The 
median rises gradually from grades one through 
six. A formidable range at each grade level 
is evidenced. 
5. History is taught as a separate subject in a 
small minority of the schools reporting, espe-
cially in the primary grades . Approximately 
one-fourth of the principals reported that the 
intermediate grades made a time allowance for 
the teaching of history as a separate subject. 
The median for the intermediate grades varied 
from seventy-five to one hundred twenty-five 
minutes . 
6. A slightly higher number of principals reported 
that geography was taught as a separate sub-
ject, reaching slightly over twenty-five per 
cent in the intermediate grades. The median 
for these grades varied from one hundred twenty-
five to one hundred fifty minutes . 
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7. Science is taught as a separate subject in the 
great majority of the schools reporting. The 
median ranged from thirty minutes in grade one 
to eighty minutes in grade seven. 
8. French is now a part of the elementary school 
curriculum in a noteworthy number of schools . 
Seven principals indicated that French was taught 
in grade three , twelve in grade six, twenty in 
grade five , and the highest, twenty-three in 
grade four . 
9. Art is included as a separate subject in almost 
all of the elementary schools reporting. The 
median amount of minutes per week was seventy-
five minutes for all grades with the exception 
of grade five with a median of seventy minutes . 
10. Music is taught in all of the grades of all the 
schools reporting with the exception of one 
first grade . The median was seventy-five 
minutes for all grades with the exception of 
grade one having a median of eighty minutes. 
11 . Health and safety education has a median of 
twenty-five minutes for all the primary grades 
and thirty minutes for the intermediate grades . 
A considerable number of principals did not 
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include any time for health and safety instruc-
tion. The investigator believes that in some 
schools health and safety education is included 
in the physical education or science program. 
12 . Physical education is allotted sixty minutes per 
week in all the grades with the exception of , 
grade two with t hirty minutes . 
13. Recess is scheduled for seventy- five minutes per 
week as a median for all the grades with the 
exception of grades one and two having medians 
of one hundred twenty-five and seventy-five 
minutes respectively . 
14. On the average , fifty minutes per week are allotted 
to opening exercises in all the grades . 
15. The elementary school curriculum consists of 
1525 minutes of instruction and activities per 
week on the average . Individual grades ranged 
from eight hundred to 2050 minutes per week. 
16 . No provision for released time program for 
religious education , for an auditorium period, 
and for a library period , was noted in the 
majority of the schools reporting. 
17. Over one-half of the principals reporting inclu-
ded a work period and a getting ready for 
dismissal period in their time allocation 
schedules . The range in minutes per week was 
from ten to one hundred seventy-five . 
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18. One- fourth to one-third of the principals repor-
ting indicated that an unassigned period was 
provided for in their schedules. This time 
was made available to the teacher to be used 
at his or her discretion . 
19 . Of the seventy- seven questionnaires analyzed, 
seventy-one principals reported that a definite 
policy of instructional time allocation was in 
effect in their schools . Three principals 
reported that no policy was in effect for their 
schools . Two principals indicated that policies 
were being developed. 
20. Over half of the schools reporting have prescribed 
time allocation policies for the entire school 
system. 
21 . Over one-third of the schools have time allocation 
policies suggested for the entire school system. 
22. Only a very small minority of the schools repor-
ting have any say whatsoever in the choice of 
time allocation policy. 
23. Fifty-five per cent of the principals concerned 
consider a time allotment policy necessary. 
24. Fifty-eight per cent of the principals believed 
that the present time allotment policy in 
effect in their schools is adequate in each 
subject area. 
25 . Most principals believe that a reasonable 
amount of flexi bility should be allowed 
individual teachers . 
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26. The greater maj ority of principals favor allowing 
experienced teachers greater flexibility in 
following time allotment policies . 
27. Most principals reported that no plans to effect 
change in the time allotment policy were known 
to them. Close to twenty-five per cent indi-
cated that definite plans to effect change in 
this area are contemplated. 
28 . A comparison of the results of this study and 
that of Kyte indicate that very little differ.~. 
ence is noted in the minutes per week at each 
grade level for each subject and activity of the 
curriculum in the following: arithmetic, art, 
health education , music , science, and recess . l 
A considerable differentiation is noted in 
lKyte, 12£. £11. 
physical education, reading, language, and 
social studies . 
IMPLICATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
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This study indicates that a great range exists in 
the time allocation programs in selected public elementary 
schools of Massachusetts . One cannot fully grasp the great 
disparity existing among these programs merely by viewing 
the median figures for each subject and taking these medians 
as representing the ideal time allocation program . 
It was not the purpose of this study to formulate 
an ideal time allocation program , but rather to ascertain 
the nature of the time allotment policies presently in 
effect in selected public elementary schools of Massachusetts . 
It would not be educationally sound for a principal to take 
the median of each subject and activity of the curriculum 
as reported in this study and use these medians to set up 
a time allocation policy . Each community and each school 
differs in its educational requirements and thus a single 
allocation policy cannot fully meet the needs of all . 
Research has not yielded us much information as to 
the number of minutes required for effective teaching of 
each subject in each grade of the elementary school . Because 
many schools devote a certain number of minutes to a certain 
subject does not necessarily mean that that amount of time 
is required for learning to take place. There is grave 
doubt whether there can be any valid standard for time 
allocation on a weekly classroom schedule . 
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APPENDIX A 
ITEMS ON TIME ALLOTMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
1 . Is there a prescribed time allotment 
schedule f or your school system? 
2. Is there a suggested time allotment 
policy for your school system? 
If there is n2 suggested or prescribed time 
allotment for your school system ••• 
3. Is there a prescribed time allotment 
policy in your own school? 
4 . Is there a suggested time allotment 
policy in your own school? 
5. Do you consider a time allotment 
policy necessary? Why? 
6. Do you consider the present time 
allotment policy adequate in each 
subject area? If not , why not? 
7. If a time allotment policy is in 
effect in your school , how much 
flexibility is allowed the individual 
teacher? Check one . 
None ••••••••••••••••••• 
Very little ••••••••••• 
Reasonable ••••••••••••• 
Much ••••••••••••••••••• 
8 . Do you believe that experienced 
teachers should be allowed more 
flexibility in following the time 
allotment schedule? 
9. Do you know of any plans in your school 
system to alter the present time 
allotment distribution? 
YES NO 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • ••••• 
• • • • ••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • ••••• 
• • • • • ••••• 
QUESTIONNAIRE 1* 
1 N 
2 y 
3 y 
4 y 
5 N 
6 y 
7 y 
8 y 
9 N 
10 y 
11 N 
12 y 
13 y 
14 
15 
16 y 
17 y 
18 N 
19 N 
20 y 
21 N 
22 y 
23 y 
24 N 
APPENDIX B 
TIME ALLOTMENT QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS 
QUESTIONS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
y y N y y Reasonable 
N y y Reasonable 
y y y Much 
N y Reasonable 
y y Reasonable 
N N N y y Reasonable 
y v. little 
y Reasonable 
y y 
y y y Reasonable 
y y Reasonable 
y y Reasonable 
y Reasonable 
y y Reasonable 
y y y Reasonable 
y y Reasonable 
y y Reasonable 
y N y N y Much 
y N y y y Reasonable 
N y y Reasonable 
N N N N y 
y y y y Reasonable 
y y Much 
N y y y Reasonable 
8 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
y 
y 
y 
y 
N 
N 
y 
y 
y 
N 
N 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
*The figures 1 through 9 refer to the items 1 through 9 on the 
previous page. 
9 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
IJ1 
-..:j 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
9eUESTIONNAIRE 1 2 ~ 4 :2 6 z 8 2 
25 y y N N N y Reasonable y N 
26 N y y y Reasonable y y 
27 y N y N y y Reasonable y N 
28 y y Reasonable y N 
29 N y y Reasonable N N 
30 N y y Reasonable y N 
31 N N y y N Reasonable N N 
32 y N v. Little y N 
33 y y y N Reasonable y y 
34 N y N Reasonable y N 
35 y N y N Reasonable N y 
36 y y N Much y y 
37 y N V. little y y 
38 N y N Reasonable y y 
39 N y y N Reasonable y N 
40 N y y N Reasonable y N 
41 y y N Much y N 
42 N y y N Much y y 
43 y y y N Reasonable y y 
44 y N Reasonable y y 
45 y N Reasonable y N 
46 y y y N V. little y y 
47 N N N N y y 
48 y N N Reasonable y y 
49 N y N Reasonable y N 
50 y y N Reasonable y N 
51 y N y y Reasonable y N 
52 N y N y y N Reasonable y y 
IJl 
(X) 
APP~~DIX B (continued) 
9.UESTIONNAIRE 1 2 ~ 4 ~ 6 7. 
53 y y 
54 y N N 
55 y y y 
56 N y y y Much 
57 N y N y y y Reasonable 
58 y N y y Reasonable 
59 N y y y Reasonable 
60 y N 
61 y y 
62 N y N y y N Reasonable 
63 y y Reasonable 
64 y y y 
65 y N v. Little 
66 N N N N y N Reasonable 
67 y y Reasonable 
68 y y y Reasonable 
69 N y y y y Reasonable 
70 y y Reasonable 
71 y y y Reasonable 
72 N y y y Reasonable 
73 N N N y y y Much 
74 N N N y y y Reasonable 
""Indicates that principals would consider each case on its own 
merits . 
8 
y 
y 
y 
y 
N 
y 
N 
y 
N 
y 
~~-
y 
y 
y 
~~-
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
N 
2 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
IJ1 
\0 
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